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This is a SUPER PLUS LENGTH NOVEL--162,000 words longOne girl who was supposed to be a

nunTwo hot twin warriors separated at birthBoth of them want herBut neither one can have her

alone.Because with Twin Kindred, it takes two...How does a girl who's about to take her vows as a

nun wind up with two hot warriors to pick from?That's Becca Malone's problem. After eating a piece

of bonding fruit cake, she wound up with Far and Truth, Twin Kindred warriors who were separated

at birth and never formed a proper Twin bond. Because the twins hate each other, Becca feels free

to choose between them...until the three of them fall into a vision of unspeakable terror...a vision

that is about to come true if Far and Truth don't quickly form a bond. And guess who has to be the

bridge between them?Becca is scared to death she's going to wind up bonded for life and Far and

Truth aren't too thrilled about the prospect of sharing her. But when the ominous vision sends them

on a trip to a rogue planet where the inhabitants live out their lives in a strange, mental internet

called the Mindscape, they have no choice but to come together in the most intimate way

possible.Becca comes to realize she can't choose between the light twin, sweet and gentle Far and

the dark twin, intense and passionate Truth. But how can she be with both of them at once when the

twins have sworn to be forever...Divided?
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>Book review  Divided>I am an independent reviewer. This book is the 10th in the Brides of

the Kindred series and ends in an HEA. Once again we have Twin Kindred, but instead of everyone

being okay with a permanent threesome, in this case, two out of the three feel they are doing

something wrong. The relationship between Twin Kindred and their mate is fully explained in such a

way as to break any taboo feelings. Becca was once a novice, planning on taking her vows to

become a nun. The idea of any relations with a man, let alone two men, is unthinkable to her. Truth

was raised without his twin. He thinks of the twin bond as a homosexual one.>Once Truth, Far and

Becca are forced and coerced to work together, the work they have to put in to accept their

relationship is a bit exhausting. The fate of all of the unmated Kindred falls upon the shoulders of

Truth, Far and Becca and their ability to overcome their feelings about their relationship. This book

is more suspenseful than the previous books. A new demon entity is introduced and is not

vanquished.>The Brides of the Kindred series is unique in that a lot of previous characters make

cameos and smaller plot lines are continued, such as KatÃ¢Â€Â™s pregnancy. This book is

appropriate for an adult audience. I am giving this book 5 stars.

What can't I say about this series...I LOVE IT. Each book gets better and better I love this series.

Okay first of all I love Evangeline Anderson imagination I can actually picture this story like a movie

being played out the way she describes everything is perfect and how it unfolds is wonderful. When

I first found this series there were already 5 books out and trust and believe I read all 5 books in a

roll and have been following this wonderful author every since when I found out that she was going

to end the series I just about died lol....I was so happy she decided to continue on. The same day

the book drops I buy it this one was long and I did not care I still did not want it to end....anyway I

love the characters in the book we got to catch up on old characters and met some new ones (

when is Kat going to drop that load lol). I laugh every time I read the names of the twin kindreds,

there so funny to me. This book gives you a little bit of everything I laughed, I got a little angry, I

even cried a little, and then I was happy.Now I have to wait for the next book can't wait....hurry just

kidding. She could write 25 books in this series and I would read them all. Would I recommend this

series yes I would, would I recommend this book yes I would I already have 10********** stars hands

down.Summer hurry and get here so I can get the next book I want to hear more about Tess.



Ok. This is the first series I have come across where the characters are so well developed and you

find out along the way what happens to past characters. As the series starts you are introduced to 3

females and 2 males who serve as the main characters for the first three books and as you

progress through them you are introduced to the next series of characters so be aware that these

are not stand alone stories. They need to be read in sequence so that you are not lost as to the

storylines and characters as they develop. I have now read the first ten and really want to complete

the series. I do have them all so will do so in the near future.Highly recommended but bear in mind

the eroticism contained in all of them.

This broken Twin dynamic made for a fascinating journey, including Becca who was about to take

her vows as a nun. The struggle between the three of them felt real, and I felt for Far very much

because I wanted them to work. The introduction of two new world's was interesting, as well as the

possession by the demons. When I finished the book, I was most interested in Garron. I felt he was

very genuine and a tangible character. I wish the sex scenes weren't full of pretty much repetitive

language (especially from book to book). Not everyone uses the same language, so why should all

of these characters? I'm invested in this series, though, and I can't wait to read Garron's story.

This one was reminiscent of Kat and her twin kindred men's story but so much more was going on

and really just as good if not even better than the other books in the series. I've never read another

series that can keep hitting out book after book that are all sooo good! The female character,

Rebecca was suppose to be a nun until an accidental overdose of some bonding fruit came about.

True and Deep are twin Kindreds that were separated at birth with each of them believing the other

had died until Truth found his twin on a far away primitive galaxy. Raised apart with two completely

different upbringings cause major clashes between the two and the only thing they seem to agree

on is that they both love Rebecca. Add in the some evil possessions, crazy in-laws and hot steamy

mÃ©nage trios and you've got another hot hit by Evangeline. I'm sure like me once your finish this

you will be Anxious for Devoured, book 11 that is suppose to be out some time this summer. No true

cliff hanger but you will want to know about True's brother Garron.... OMG just too good!!!!
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